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Free-thinking ETPs
Volatile and low yielding safe havens sustain rotation into equities
Summary


Dissipating price momentum in equity markets is not undermining investors’ bullish stance
on US, UK and Eurozone. Inflows into US and European equity ETFs are growing, while the
overly bullish stance on Japanese equities has weakened



The stable but soft macro backdrop is unlikely to reverse the rotation out of safe haven and
low yield assets, potentially reviving price momentum in equities



Investors considering long equities may express this through Boost US, UK (large and midcap), Eurozone and German leveraged equity ETPs (resp. 3USL, 3UKL (UK large-cap)),
2MCL (UK mid-cap), 3EUL and 3DEL and short safe haven assets by buying Boost short
gold and silver ETPs (3GOS and 3SIS)
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Investors’ stance on equities remains bullish.
Inflows into US and Japanese equity ETFs remains
strong despite Fed tapering putting the rally on
equities on hold. After upbeat growth expectations,
inflows into UK equity products this year looks set
to continue. The stabilising political and economic
backdrop has turned investor sentiment bullish on
Eurozone equity ETFs. Bearishness remains
deeply entrenched in safe haven asset classes as
the price of gold and inflation protected securities
fails to break out from lows. At the same time,
sentiment continues to sour on EM bonds as their
yields no longer justify the inherent risks as the
rate cycle turns. The rotation from safe haven
assets into equities is likely to continue.
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The chart shows the directional price trend across
major asset classes with sentiment in related ETF
products. Price momentum is measured by the degree
to which short-term price averages are rising or falling
faster than longer-term price averages. The sentiment
reading is based on a basket of the largest ETF
providers within an asset class and is measured by the
net inflows during a 3 month period relative to shares
outstanding at the start of the 3 month period.
The tapering of QE in the US, a stabilising banking
system in the Eurozone, a sudden upbeat outlook for
the UK economy and a resilient yen have dissipated
price momentum in major equity markets. However, it
has not undermined investors’ overall bullish stance.
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However, to the contrary, inflows across US and UK
equity ETFs have steadily gained momentum, while
the restructuring of Cyprus’s banks and the formation
of a coalition government in Italy has translated into
renewed inflows into Eurozone equity ETFs since
June. The marked weakening in inflows in Japanese
Equity ETFs and their alignment to levels with US and
European peers may suggest that much of the recent
downward price pressures in equity markets there may
soon be coming to an end.
So far, the main driving force supporting equities has
been the downbeat sentiment in safe haven assets.
Disinflationary concerns have grown on the prospect of
the Fed unwinding over USD 1tn in annual QE sooner
rather than later, undermining the short dollar trading
strategies and by implication, gold and US TIPS. While
the sell-off has recently slowed and stemmed the rate
by which redemptions have battered gold ETFs, there
is little to suggest that the rotation out of safe haven
into equities should reverse. At best, the volatility in
gold may fall as gold price gets more entrenched
around lower technical levels and the pace of outflows
diminishes. With no income stream, gold is unlikely to
regain investor confidence anytime soon.

inherent risk. The large scale redemptions in EM Bond
ETFs since the announcement of the Fed tapering QE
in May show that EM bonds have turned into one of
the worst performing asset classes this year.
Meanwhile equities in major developed markets have
weathered the sell-off in bond markets relatively well.
As investors discriminate riskier asset classes across
equity and bond markets, investors may continue to
favour equities.
Investors may consider the following positions in
August:
1. Long DM equities: buying Boost long
leveraged ETP’s including:
a. Boost FTSE 100 3x Leverage Daily ETP
(3UKL)
b. Boost FTSE 250 2x Leveraged Daily ETP
(2MCL)
c. Boost EURO STOXX 50 3x Leverage
Daily ETP (3EUL)
d. Boost LevDAX 3x Daily ETP (3DEL)

2) Short commodities, including:
a. Boost Gold 3x Short Daily ETP (3GOS)
b. Boost Silver 3x Short Daily ETP (3SIS)

For investors seeking income, yields on DM bonds
continue to remain relatively unappealing, in spite of
the recent sell-off. A marked reversal in momentum
has already taken hold over EM bonds, the asset class
which up to the start of 2013 still enjoyed the strongest
growth in ETF inflows. But the ~100 bps rise in 10Y US
Treasury yields since May has forced investors to
scrutinise the yields on EM bonds against their
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Disclaimer
This communication has been provided by Boost ETP LLP which is an appointed representative of Mirabella Financial Services LLP which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
The products discussed in this document are issued by Boost Issuer PLC (the “Issuer”) under a Prospectus approved by the Central Bank of Ireland as having
been drawn up in accordance with the Directive 2003/71/EC. The Prospectus has been passported from Ireland into the United Kingdom and is available on the
websites of the Central Bank of Ireland and the Issuer. Please read the Prospectus before you invest in any Exchange Traded Products (“ETPs”). Neither the
Issuer nor Boost ETP LLP is acting for you in any way in relation to the investment to which this communication relates, or providing investment advice to you.
The information is not an offer to buy or sell or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or investment. You are advised to seek your own independent
legal, investment and tax or other advice as you see fit.
The value of an investment in ETPs may go down as well as up and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. An investment in ETPs is
dependent on the performance of the underlying index, less costs, but it is not expected to match that performance precisely. ETPs involve numerous risks
including among others, general market risks relating to the relevant underlying index, credit risks on the provider of index swaps utilised in the ETP, exchange
rate risks, interest rate risks, inflationary risks, liquidity risks and legal and regulatory risks.
ETPs offering daily leveraged or daily short exposures (“Leveraged ETPs”) are products which feature specific risks that prospective investors should
understand before investing in them. Higher volatility of the underlying indices and holding periods longer than a day may have an adverse impact on the
performance of Leveraged ETPs. As such, Leveraged ETPs are intended for financially sophisticated investors who wish to take a short term view on the
underlying indices. As a consequence, Boost ETP LLP is not promoting or marketing Boost ETPs to Retail Clients. Investors should refer to the section entitled
"Risk Factors" and “Economic Overview of the ETP Securities” in the Prospectus for further details of these and other risks associated with an investment in
Leveraged ETPs and consult their financial advisors as needed.
This marketing information is derived from information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable although Boost ETP LLP does not
warrant the accuracy or completeness of such information. All registered trademarks referred to herein have been licensed for use. None of the products
discussed above are sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by any registered trademark owner and such owners make no representation or warranty regarding
the advisability on dealing in any of the ETPs.
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